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Prologue
Farmers and gardeners are more important than ever. As land stewards, we have the potential to restore

the health of our environment and communities. At the Horn Farm Center, we are growing the next

generation of land stewards. By fostering a love for the earth, we aim to inspire, innovate, and

demonstrate practices and behaviors that address some of our planet’s most pressing needs: restoring

broken ecosystems, rebuilding lost wildlife habitat, and reversing climate change.

It is important that we adopt, learn, and innovate regenerative land stewardship practices because:

● skilled land stewards will be better equipped to feed our communities in the face of economic

and environmental uncertainty.

● a regenerative approach to land stewardship can restore ecosystems, cultivate healthy soil,

protect our waterways, and produce abundant yields.

● Cultivating a healthy connection with the land is healing.
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Executive Summary
This Evolutionary Plan for the Horn Farm Center is the product of a thorough and inclusive process

spanning more than 12 months so far, a process drawing upon insights from board, staff, and key

stakeholders.

The plan presents a path forward for HFC at a time of rapid change, as regional development focuses on

creative placemaking and eco-tourism and public demand (and support) for restorative land

management and conservation practices grows nationwide.

The plan also takes shape as HFC faces its own unique challenges and opportunities, from a nearly

20-year legacy of successful organizational growth to major facilities needs that have been hastened by a

recent natural disaster, from capacity deficits that must be addressed to promising new horizons in

programming waiting to be explored.

Perennializing the Farm: An Evolutionary Plan for Horn Farm Center presents the most comprehensive

articulation of the organization’s identity to date, along with a set of supporting goals, among them, to

cultivate mature, regenerative organizational systems, serve the community in imaginative ways, and

step forward as a champion for practices that have the potential to heal people and the planet.

The plan lays out a set of strategic initiatives related to five areas of priority:

● Capacity Building & Regenerative Systems

● Facilities & Infrastructure

● Education & Engagement

● Relationship Building & Development

● Land Stewardship & Restoration

Goals in each area are described as near and longer-term objectives. However, some important issues lie

beyond the time horizon of this plan and HFC must take steps toward immediate milestones in order to

position itself to make solid, well-informed decisions for the long-term.
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The Planning Process
This Evolutionary Plan is the product of an ongoing, collaborative, and inclusive process spanning more

than 12 months and structured to reflect several aims:

● To fully articulate the organization’s identity which has been evolving since its founding in 2004

and to unify HFC stakeholders around a shared understanding of the organization

● Following major disruptions related to COVID-19, leadership transitions in 2020, and later a

natural disaster in 2021, to stabilize the organization and chart an ambitious path forward in a

way that fosters learning and growth

● To cultivate a deep appreciation of Horn Farm Center and its past as a foundation for envisioning

its future

● To design a series of processes that will enable the organization to operate in a way that

continually evolves and regenerates our thinking, and therefore our doing, over time

● To nurture and amplify resiliency, healing, and impact within our bioregion and beyond

Unlike more traditional strategic plans, the HFC planning process was intentionally focused inward first,

in order to build cohesiveness and understanding between new leadership, board, and staff. Over time,

as our identity solidifies and the planning process evolves, we will reach outward and engage input from

our stakeholders, community, and peer organizations.

Another key difference from a traditional strategic plan is that the intention behind the evolutionary plan

is to create a living document, a living being if you will, with which we have a regular, cyclical

relationship. As such, we are not just developing a list of things to do but a series of processes that will

enable us to examine connections and interrelationships between the elements of our internal systems

and their affects within the larger systems we are seeking to transform as an organization.

Drawing upon processes and frameworks from leaders in regenerative thinking, such as the Regenesis

Institute and Carol Sanford, this evolutionary plan is meant to serve as a living document that unfolds as

we actively engage in a regular and cyclical planning cycle, incorporating feedback and evolving our goals

and vision.

The process was organized into three phases, based on a organizing framework referred to as Levels of

Thought, outlined below:

Phase 1: Core Foundation (Complete)

● Beliefs

● Philosophies

● Principles

Phase 2: Development (90% Complete)

● Concept

o Horn Farm Systemic Affectiveness Tetrad (complete)

o Identify Stakeholders (complete)

o Goals Identification (complete)
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o Vision Articulation (complete)

o Mission Revision (complete)

● Strategies (Underway)

● Design (Underway)

Phase 3: Implementation & Evaluation (Underway & Ongoing)

● Test (Implement)

● Audit

● Evaluate
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Our Beliefs
Agriculture can regenerate life.

● The processes for cultivating food have the potential to restore and rejuvenate the health of

natural cycles.

● Humans are part of nature and play an integral role in whole ecosystems.

● Each place is unique and solutions emerge from nature’s intelligence.

● Living systems are composed of diverse and complex interrelationships that inspire wonder.

● All life is sacred and interconnected.

Our Philosophies
Change Happens Within

● Change begins on an individual level.

● As people are personally transformed, they in turn influence others in a ripple effect of positive

renewal.

● Groups of people working together can make meaningful systemic transformations.

Everything is a Learning Opportunity

● All activities and interactions are an instrument for learning and developing our capacity for

understanding and growth.

● The magic of storytelling inspires people in a way that captivates imagination and fosters

learning.

● We educate by engaging students in the process of curious investigation activating critical

thinking, innate knowledge and the lifelong learner in each of us.

● We grow teachers, not students.

● We empower others by rekindling lost knowledge and igniting new ways of being.

Ecology Guides Technology

● Utilize appropriate technology that is small-scale, energy-efficient, low impact, and locally

controlled.

● Prioritize local materials and people-power.

● Involve interactive collaboration providing opportunities for growth and development.
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Our Principles
Push the Edge

We embrace the unexpected and that which emerges from bold experimentation. We nurture creativity,

cultivating fertile soil for opportunities to take root and new potential to germinate. We value discomfort

and accept failure knowing that disturbance and friction create growth and transformation.

Act Ecologically

We act with self awareness, understanding that all living systems are interconnected. We prioritize

collaboration, cooperation, and communication. We honor our interdependence with all beings by taking

personal responsibility with honesty, respect, and restraint.

Encourage Biodiversity

We design for complex diversity knowing that difference, variation, and the quality of exchange are the

keys to a resilient ecosystem. We remain open to new ideas, energies, and disruptions with gratitude,

grace, and acceptance.

Re-member Yourself

We believe in the transformative power of connection. By valuing the marginal, the lost and the

forgotten, we rediscover ourselves and our role in nature. We engage full circle - reconnecting to the

past, reclaiming the present, and rethinking the future.

Cultivate Caring Community

Mindful of our role in the community and the gifts we each contribute, we act with love, empathy and

care. We give freely knowing that our strength is dependent on the quality of our relationships. We each

have a reciprocal role to play in creating a healthy community.

Harmonize for Health

We strive for a healthy balance in everything we do. By embracing simplicity, we do what we can with

what we have today, for tomorrow. We strive for equilibrium, valuing being as much as doing, while

allowing space for evolutionary development.

Steward Relationships with Humility

We honor the past, present and future as we steward the land with humility and reverence. Before we

act, we ask for permission and seek to co-create with the consent of nature and the communities we

serve. We take responsibility to accept feedback and act accordingly.
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Situational Analysis
As part of the planning process, we collected and synthesized varied perspectives on Horn Farm Center’s

strengths and weaknesses, and the opportunities and challenges the organization faces. The most

important themes are summarized here.

Strengths

● In its short 20-year history, the Horn Farm Center has become a well-known and respected

destination for farm-based programs, classes, workshops. In particular, HFC’s foraging, primitive

skills, summer kitchen,  and composting programs are popular.

● Innovative land management, such as Miyawaki, rewilding meadows, and in-stream mitigation

techniques (beaver dam analogs, zuni bowls, and check dams) has elevated the organization

within conservation and permaculture circles, positioning the HFC as a leader in the field.

● HFC staff, volunteers, and board members are strongly committed to the HFC’s mission and

future.

● The Horn Farm Center’s signature training programs have equipped over 70 aspiring farmers and

land stewards with hands-on, industry-specific job training and the programs continue to evolve

with our understanding of best practices and whole ecosystems.

● The HFC has made recent strides in fundraising and development with a comprehensive

Development Plan, professional grant writing assistance, and new leadership.

● In 2016, the organization achieved long-term stability through a 99-year lease agreement with

the County and a conservation easement that will protect the 186-acre property in perpetuity.

● The Horn Atland Trust provides a secure foundation from which the organization can continue to

operate and cultivate community support.

● Horn Farm is well-known for gardening, farming, and pawpaws

Weaknesses

● The limited size of the staff restricts the range of programming, use of technology, marketing,

and fundraising opportunities HFC can pursue.

● Frugal business strategies focused primarily on generated income and restricting expenses have

created a capacity gap; the organization has a diversity of offering but does not have the

resources to fully execute.

● The HFC has no dedicated fundraising or communications staff, and immature administrative

processes impede forward momentum.

● Public awareness of the HFC and its work is limited to the organization’s early years of

development and has not evolved with the organization’s growth and focus.

● The HFC lacks a clearly defined or consistently deployed brand.

● Consistent data collection and on-site research is lacking, stunting the overall impact of its

important work on the land.

● The website is out of date and falls short of best practices.
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● HFC has outgrown its facilities; the organization lacks necessary indoor and outdoor classroom

space, storage for equipment, and office and meeting space suitable for meaningful work and

collaboration.

● No agroforestry professionals on staff. HFC has planted several acres of multifunctional tree

species. However, HFC staff are not equipped with knowledge and experience in managing

agroforestry systems.

● Landscaping and exterior of the farm does not communicate values or provide a welcoming

visitor experience.

● Our scattered focus shows up in our programs

Opportunities

● HFC is in the process of exploring partnerships with the Lancaster Conservancy. The

Conservancy’s recent acquisition of Wizard Ranch and Hellam Hills, the proximity of these

destinations to the Horn Farm Center, and a shared interest in conservation, education, and

eco-tourism will likely generate a wide range of synergies and collaborations.

● The HFC’s recent work on the DCNR PennVest Grant, multifunctional riparian buffer project, and

emerging focus on watershed health on farmland has led to collaborative partnerships with the

Watershed Alliance of York, the York County Planning Commission & the County Wide Action

Plan for Clean Waters, the York County Conservation District, Keystone 10 Million Trees

Partnership, the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, the Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay and more.

Fueled by federal and state funding, York County and those within the Susquehanna Watershed

are actively engaged to meet PA’s requirements for reduced sediment loads in the Chesapeake

Bay. Within this context, the Horn Farm Center is uniquely positioned to demonstrate and

provide public education on conversion of farmland to conservation farming and agroforestry, as

well as lawn conversion and BMPs for homeowners.

● Options to lead synergistic partnerships with other organizations have only begun to be

explored.

● Demand for trained land stewards, watershed stewards, and ecological landscaping service

providers is booming and the HFC is uniquely positioned to help develop this sector through its

signature training programs and strategic partnerships.

● The HFC’s growing board is engaged in evolutionary planning, understands the organization’s

challenges, and is focused on building diversity, capacity, and a regenerative culture.

● The HFC has offered relatively little in family or children’s programming to date; additional

efforts in the area could bring in a new generation of patrons.

● USDA’s vision for the development of agroforestry and a regional focus towards regenerative and

sustainable economic development presents a unique opportunity for the organization

● The Horn Farm Center property is highly visible, as it is located near Route 30

Challenges

● The recent loss of the farmhouse has compounded the HFC’s already existing facilities needs.

● COVID-19 has impacted HFC’s programming, staffing, board membership, and team morale.

● HFC has struggled to implement processes to capture and retain engagement from program

participants and volunteers.
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● The HFC Board needs to be developed further to include critical community leaders and become

more involved in fundraising efforts.

● Increasing land management and good land stewardship requires resources and systems that the

organization has not yet acquired. And, a long-standing vision for integrating animals and people

(on-site housing) into the landscape has not yet taken root.

● In recent years, staff turnover has been a challenge.

● Problems with erosion and large-scale water management pose a threat to local waterways and

the long-term sustainability of food production on the farm.

● Recent dry and drought conditions have created temporary water shortages on the farm. There

are concerns about the ability of the farm to support water dependent production in the face of

climate change. Similarly, flooding has also been an issue in the past few years.
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Horn Farm Systemic Affectiveness
Systemic affectiveness implies that we are using systems thinking to evaluate our affect. When thinking

in systemic terms, the effect is often less important than the affect. A system is not only composed of

“things.” Each “thing,” or element of a system, is in a constantly evolving relationship with all of the

other elements of the system. It is the nature of how each element affects the others that provides clues

about those relationships. In our work, we are concerned far less with cause and effect than we are with

connection and affect.

Frameworks, such as the tetrad below, enable us to examine complex relationships between and among

systems as a means to organize and order our thinking.  They allow us to more holistically view the

interrelationships between particular elements of any system, thus organizing how we think about such

systems. They also allow us the opportunity to raise the level of our thinking. By engaging in systemic

conversation we recognize interrelationships and their affects. We can start to see the potential of the

whole, instead of focusing on the problems associated with parts and pieces. The idea is that systemic

solutions will emerge.

We utilized the Tetrad Framework to examine the relationship between where we are and where we

want to go, between our ground and our goals. Identifying this relationship provides all stakeholders

with the motivation or the will to continue to engage with any given activity. As we all know motivation

by itself is not enough, we need to have the means to accomplish our goals. The relationship between

the instruments and the organizational direction provides the systemic functional ability to

simultaneously guide the organization’s overall direction and enable the enactment of its goals through

its instruments.
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The Horn Farm Board and staff applied this framework to the activities of the Horn Farm Center, to more

closely align with what we are seeking to transform in the world. The tetrad helped us to organize our

goals and discern a common direction for the organization, while identifying what kinds of instruments

will help us to realize those goals and keeping us headed in that direction. These ideas are intended to be

broad and general to allow for the evolution of the specifics.

By utilizing the Tetrad Framework, we discovered that our work is grounded in the idea that the systems

that support healthy food are the same as those that support healthy relationships. The notion of

“Bioregional Living'' is often at the heart of our educational offerings, which teach people how to live

closer to the land in right relationship. Living closer to the land helps people to heal the trauma caused

by separation - not only the separation of people from the land, but from each other, and the plant and

animal beings upon which we depend. We believe that humans are an integral part of nature and have a

key role to play in fostering the health and vitality of the whole of life. The desire to heal past wounds

and create thriving relationships provides us with the motivation to continue in our work.

As the Horn Farm Center for Agricultural Education, the idea of agriculture is in our DNA, it is a key part

of the essence of who we are as an organization. Our activities are offered as a means to redefine what

we mean by agriculture. The term has come to be synonymous with a particular way of farming that

often resembles a factory more than most people’s idea of a farm. We are redefining agriculture to

include and enhance the broader ecological functions necessary for the health of the land. We do this

through experiences that transform us, that get us to see the world through new lenses and from

different perspectives.

In summary, we strive to make connections through a diversity of transformative experiences to redefine

agriculture focused on bioregional living in order to heal our relationship with land and between people.
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Our Mission
As part of our ongoing evolutionary planning process, we evaluated our mission statement and vision

statement through the lens of our newly defined Beliefs, Principles, Philosophies, and Organizational

Goals. These powerful statements help to define the identity and purpose of our organization, answering

the questions: who, what, how, and why. Our new mission and vision statements were adopted by our

Board of Directors on August 16, 2022.

Mission Statement:

The Horn Farm Center fosters learning through ecological land stewardship, experiential education, and

community partnership.

Community Vision Statement:

We envision a world where people live in reciprocity with nature and our agricultural practices revive

ecosystems and human well-being.

Organizational Vision Statement:

Horn Farm Center is a bio-regional hub for emergent discovery rooted in the land.
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Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion Mission

Statement
The Horn Farm Center recognizes diversity as an essential element that supports and enriches

life on our planet. Humans have the potential to consciously contribute to and participate in the

vast, diverse and interdependent web of life. 

Our organic family includes microbes, plants, insects, animals, and humans, all of which foster a

balance that promotes the harmony of life. Today our life harmony is globally imbalanced on

multiple levels, negatively affecting ecosystems, farm and food systems, watersheds, air quality,

endangering animal and plant species and disrupting our human social systems. We are

responsible for creating this global disharmony, so it is our responsibility to work to restore that

balance. We can best do this by not only accepting the diversity within our own human family

but also by celebrating this diversity and promoting it on every level within our society. We

strive to lead by example and to educate our community about the importance of diversity as

being vital for the survival of all life. 

Beyond nondiscrimination, we actively value the diversity of all persons regardless of race,

ethnicity, disability, national origin, religion, spirituality, gender, sexual orientation,

socioeconomic status, and political persuasion. We strive to accommodate physical and

economic needs as we are able and remain committed to ongoing improvement. In addition to

incorporating our DEI mission into our evolutionary planning process and organizational goals,

these are the action steps we are taking to fulfill our DEI Mission:

Programs & Services

Horn Farm Center programs are designed to optimize access by accommodating a wide

spectrum of age, economic, and ability levels whenever possible. Our goal is to reduce barriers

that might exist to participation in our programs. Some of our actions include:

● Evaluating our current programs for barriers that might exist, though participant and

audience feedback, and making appropriate accommodations as needed

● Providing scholarships, sliding scales, and free programming whenever possible

● Welcoming diversity in our instructors, service providers, and volunteers, encouraging a

wide range of perspectives and inclusive learning experiences

● Providing educational programming on a wide range of platforms and locations to

increase accessibility and accommodate many abilities

● Celebrate our community’s diversity in our programs, communications, and outreach
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Board Leadership

Horn Farm Center prioritizes diversity in its leadership roles. Our goal is to reduce barriers that

might exist to participation in board leadership. Some of our actions include:

● Evaluating board culture and identifying barriers to participation that might affect the

diversity of our board

● Providing ongoing DEI training to all board and staff

● Cultivating an anti-racist organizational culture that celebrates and respects diversity and

confronts racism, implicit bias, and other discriminatory attitudes and behaviors 

Equal Employment Opportunity

HFC is an equal employment opportunity employer and does not discriminate against

employees or job applicants on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, sexual orientation, age,

national origin, disability, veteran or family status, genetic information, or any other status or

condition protected by applicable state or federal laws, except where a bona fide occupational

qualification applies.

HFC will:

1. Recruit, hire, train and promote persons in all job classifications without regard to race,

religion, color, sex, sexual orientation, age, national origin, disability, veteran or family

status, genetic information, or any other status or condition protected by applicable

state or federal laws, except where a bona fide occupational qualification applies.

2. Ensure that all personnel programs such as compensation, benefits, transfers, layoffs,

return from layoff, HFC sponsored training, education, tuition assistance, and social and

recreation programs are administered without regard to race, religion, color, sex, sexual

orientation, age, national origin, disability, veteran or family status, genetic information,

or any other status or condition protected by applicable state or federal laws, except

where a bona fide occupational qualification applies.
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Evolutionary Goals & Key Initiatives
Capacity Building & Regenerative Systems

The Horn Farm Center was founded as a community-led organization. Since its incorporation in 2004, the

organization has gone from concept to impact, evolving from volunteer-driven projects to 6 paid staff

that serve a community of over 1600 each year. The HFC has been successful, most notably, in its

programming, which has increased in popularity over the years and draws participants from beyond our

bio-region. 

The organization has made incredible progress in a few short years, despite its small size and

accompanying limitations. What we lacked in resources, we made up for in our passion, enthusiasm, and

people power. While we are proud of these accomplishments, we know that we have reached a turning

point. We need a more regenerative approach. 

Our goal is to cultivate a more mature, refined, and resilient organization - one that is capable of

handling growth. The Horn Farm Center must position itself to increase its administrative activities;

manage a growing staff, board, donor, and volunteer base; meet an increasing demand for programming;

make a deeper impact on the land; and continue to weather change and disruptions in a growing sector. 

As regenerative practitioners, not only do we need to improve our capacity to carry out the HFC mission,

we also want to build our capacity for the continuous evolution of our board, staff, volunteers, and

stakeholders. In doing, so we will cultivate abundance and build a strong, adaptive organizational system

that is both sustainable and regenerative.

Goal: Grow HFC team to meet the growing needs of the organization, including support to existing

staff and filling vacant roles

Near Term Objectives

● Develop comprehensive performance management system including evaluation and

staff development 

● Intentionally cultivate an organizational culture rooted in our organizational values

● Progressively recruit and hire 2-3 new staff at a competitive rate in alignment with

the HFC DEI Mission Statement for optimal recruitment and retainment 

● Engage independent contractors to supplement staffing gaps

● Establish functional redundancy between staff and adding new staff - cross training

Long-Term Objectives

● Continue to shift culture and work planning to maximize collaboration synergistically

for the enhancement of staff morale and effectiveness

● Offer staff benefits and provide incentives for ongoing retainment 

● Recruit and hire at competitive rates, increase wages based on performance output

and cost of living increases

Goal: Cultivate a regenerative organizational system 
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Near Term Objectives

● Provide opportunities and support to enable board, staff and volunteers to develop

their individual capacities and embody diversity

● Grow and diversify the board of directors

● Improve administrative structure, financial administration, and establish SOPs to

provide a foundation for necessary growth

o Optimize data management

o Institute a Health & Safety Committee and Emergency Plans

o Develop Operation & Maintenance Calendars

● Institutionalize organizational knowledge

● Actively engage in evolutionary planning cycle, as a living process, incorporating

feedback and evolving our goals and vision

Long-Term Objectives

● Develop and Institute a Disaster Recovery Plan

● Establish a Media/Communications Policy

● Refine Information Security and Use of Technology Policy

Facilities & Infrastructure

One of the Horn Farm Center’s biggest challenges and opportunities lies in its facilities and

infrastructure. Even prior to the devastating farmhouse fire, the need for sufficient indoor space to

adequately house our operations, provide a productive learning environment, and nurture collaborative

teamwork, has been significant. HFC’s programs have quickly outgrown our small capacity buildings and,

over the long-term, it is not possible for HFC to fulfill its mission fully and optimally with its current

facilities. This obstacle was accelerated by the farmhouse fire in October 2021, advancing long-term

goals to the near-term overnight. 

As Einstein would say, “In the middle of difficulty lies opportunity.” Embracing this attitude, the HFC team

has made significant strides in recovering from what was nothing short of a catastrophic event. A

renovated work trailer is now a temporary office space, the farmhouse structure has been secured, and a

plan is underway for rebuilding. It will take time and a sustained effort to secure support and financing

for a new facility and to shape a solid plan. There are many questions we have yet to answer but we do

know that our current challenges will be an opportunity to address long standing organizational deficits

and to better serve our mission. 

The goals listed below were established prior to the 2021 fire. Following the event, we added objectives

related to the farmhouse rebuild to our near-term objectives.

Goal: Improve facilities in a way that fosters learning and growth 

Near Term Objectives

● Build Outdoor Classroom Spaces

● Engage a planning process for rebuilding the farmhouse
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● Rebuild the farmhouse for adaptability

● Expand Barn/Equipment Storage Space

● Enhance and build Toilet Facilities for public access

● Provide shower on site for staff health and safety 

● Assess facilities needs as it relates to integrating animals/livestock into the landscape

and land stewardship operations

● Develop a Facilities Master Plan that aligns with the organization’s vision and plans

for growth

● Hire or train existing staff for facilities management

● Winterize summer kitchen for adaptable perennial use

Long-Term Objectives

● Establish housing for farmers, interns, volunteers

● Build an environmentally friendly educational center that provides space for

operations, educational programs, events, and community engagement

● Build a commercial Kitchen and processing facility

● Open a Farm/Retail Store with offerings that reflect our organizational values and

culture

● Design parking for an increase of traffic

Goal: Maximize efficiency by acquiring necessary equipment for staff to do their jobs

Farm

● Farm Utility Vehicles

● Trucks

● Mowing Equipment

● Agroforestry Equipment

Office

● Internet Access/WiFi

● Computers

● Software

● Office Equipment

Goal: Be a completely carbon neutral operation by 2028 by transitioning away from fossil fuels to

100% renewable energy sources

Near-Term Objectives

● Incorporate necessary infrastructure into Master Plan

● Offset fossil fuel use

● Seek opportunities to transition from fossil fuels to electricity and biomass

Long -Term Objectives

● Electrify all energy use except transport equipment

● Supply >100% of energy consumption from solar, wind, or biomass
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Education & Engagement

Horn Farm Center’s programs represent the most important channel through which we engage members

of the public and fulfill our mission. For this reason, a commitment to quality in programming is

absolutely central to our success. Within the last decade, our programs have flourished, increasing in

variety, amount, and participation. More recently, despite being impacted by COVID-19, a natural

disaster, and considerable organizational shifts, HFC programming has continued to improve through

new opportunities in our offerings - from composting and fiber arts classes to our Land Stewardship

Training program. 

Going forward, we will continue to innovate and push the edge. We recognize that stewarding the land

and developing techniques is not, in itself, our singular aim, but a way to share ideas, spark insights,

build relationships, and craft transformative experiences. More and more we will refine and innovate our

visitor and learning experiences on the farm. Furthermore, we will work beyond our property limits,

finding paths to bring regenerative land stewardship and earth skills to our community and fuel

engagement - whether through virtual or outreach programming, collaborations with community

partners, or off-site demonstration. In all these endeavors, we will commit to continually improving the

quality of the experience we offer. 

For the Horn Farm Center and its programs to thrive, it is essential that we market the organization

effectively, building understanding of the work we do, making clear our relevance and impact, and

educating along the way. In addition to refining our brand identity, we have a unique opportunity to

promote and engage new audiences in our work and our mission through the development of

educational content. With skilled writers, educators, and practitioners on staff, we must leverage digital

platforms to reach audiences beyond our bio-region. 

Goal: Put 150 highly skilled, connected, land stewards, and HFC ambassadors into the world

through high-quality, effective educational programming, specifically HFC’ signature training

programs, by 2025 (core program)

Near-Term Objectives

● Create transformative learning experiences that restore the relationship with the land

● Develop a practice and system for consistent program evaluation and design

Long -Term Objectives

● Institutionalize educational content

● Expand training programs, add new instructors

● Establish a registered apprenticeship program that would meet staffing needs of HFC

and partner organizations

● Partner with other organizations to expand reach and impact

Goal: Cultivate and nurture a regenerative community of learners and practitioners based on

reciprocity (community of practice) 

Near-Term Objectives

● Provide opportunities for continued learning through practice and access to resources
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● Develop an engaging volunteer program that focuses on personal and professional

development 

Long -Term Objectives

● Foster an ongoing space for sharing knowledge among community practitioners of

agroecological living

Goal: Become a bio-regional destination for transformative experiences, ecological learning, and

skill-building (potential participants) 

Near-Term Objectives

● Design accessible and replicable demonstration systems (ex. Forest gardens, riparian

buffers, woodlands restoration, etc.)

● Design a multi-tiered program structure focused on engagement at all competency levels

and accessibility from varied entry points

● Prune or eliminate programs and events that align poorly with purpose

● Increase audience engagement through outreach programs and events 

● Administer high-quality, engaging events for the general public that cultivate support

and engagement, led by the Events Committee

● Develop rich educational content that will drive traffic to the website and farm

Long -Term Objectives

● Design passive, self-driven ecological exploration (trails, educational signage, ect.)

● Offer a Retail Store and/or on-farm products

● Create and improve directional signage on the farm

● Provide temporary lodging for visitors and program participants 

● Hire Education Director to design, implement, and oversee HFC’s unique educational

brand and content

Goal: Establish a unique brand and communications strategy that reflects the organization’s

Beliefs, Philosophies, Values, Vision, and Mission 

Near-Term Objectives

● Engage a marketing firm to assist in evaluating brand (name, logo, ect) in relation to

values and vision

● Make incremental improvements to the website

● Develop a comprehensive Communications Plan that includes a Social Media Plan,

Media/Communications Policy, and content development strategy

Long -Term Objectives

● If necessary, rename and rebrand the organization using a well-funded, professionally

designed marketing campaign

● Develop a brand guide that will ensure consistent and maximum impact

● Develop marketing materials

● Update signage to reflect new brand
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● Redesign and launch new website

● Hire Communications staff to manage organizational communications 

Relationship Building & Development

To be successful in fulfilling its goals, HFC must attain financial sustainability in its operations and make

provisions for addressing long-term and short-term capital needs. In recent years, the organization has

demonstrated success in maximizing opportunities for generated income and the HFC has grown,

primarily through the expansion of its programming. However, with 168 acres of land to steward and a

critical focus on creating impact through increasing accessibility to education, the organization must

cultivate philanthropic support for its mission while continuing to pursue opportunities for generated

income. 

It is important to recognize that HFC cannot trim its way to financial stability. Instead, it must work to

build capacity. This means hiring new staff, improving organizational and management systems, and

transforming its culture. Made apparent by recent events, the organization is highly valued by the

community and its stakeholders. The goal is to establish processes by which the organization can honor

and nurture those relationships in a way that is reciprocal and long lasting. 

Goal: Foster a developmental organizational culture that emphasizes strong, rooted relationships 

Near-Term Objectives

● Provide development training for board and staff

● Offer skill-share, cross-training, and skill-building opportunities for board, staff, and

volunteers

● Establish a process of engagement that moves stakeholders from casual, to connected,

to committed. 

● Improve donor retention by improving administrative systems and hiring administrative

staff to accurately track and manage donor relationships

Long -Term Objectives

● Instill a strong sense of ambassadorship in board, staff, volunteers, and other

stakeholders to empower donor cultivation and relationship building for the

organization 

Goal: Grow and retain community support for the mission of the organization

Near-Term Objectives

● Execute 2020 Development Plan

o Increase audience engagement activities so that Horn Farm Center (HFC) can expand

its base of support by a minimum of 25%

o Develop a grant writing program so that Horn Farm Center is generating an

additional $50K in grant funding each year

o Expand the major gift program activities to identify and cultivate a minimum of 15

new major donors capable of giving a minimum of $1,500/yr.
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o Generate a minimum of $15K in corporate sponsorships each year

o Increase annual fund cultivation and solicitation activities to generate an another

$15K/yr from direct mail and social media campaigns and online giving days

o Train and support board members in fundraising so that they become our best

ambassadors and “friends raisers” for the organization.

o Increase database proficiency so that we are able to reliably track and report on

fundraising efforts.

● Update Development Plan in 2023

● Seek opportunities to increase generated program income in alignment with our mission

● Work with grant writing contractor to assist organization in grant writing goals

Long-Term Objectives: 

● Pivot business model from primarily generated program income to a balanced blend of

generated income and philanthropic/community support 

● Support bio-regional economic development in alignment with our mission

● Hire development director

Land Stewardship & Restoration

The 186-acres of the Horn Farm is the foundation of our mission. The organization was founded to save

the Horn Farm and the community has entrusted us with its well-being. In 2016, two milestones were

reached. First, a conservation easement was placed on the 186-acre property thus preserving the farm in

perpetuity. Second, the term of the lease between the county and the Horn Farm Center was extended

to 99 years.

With the farm protected and the longevity of the organization ensured, the Horn Farm Center’s

leadership and Board of Directors clarified their focus, zeroing in on regenerative agriculture. Seeking to

go beyond “do no harm” or simply sustainable, we set our sights on a new approach that truly expresses

our community’s desire to steward the land. 

In 2018, we developed a Land Use Management Plan and Land Use Policy, which encourage our farmers

to employ only organic and regenerative farming practices. This transition was initiated in the 2020

season, but our work continues as we explore new ways to restore the land and nurture our community.

In particular, we must work to “perennialize the farm.” We must actualize our understanding of

ecological systems to prioritize native, perennial plants; optimize biodiversity; build long-term fertility

and habitat; and develop healthy, diversified agroecological systems.

By changing the way we farm, we can restore the health of our soil, water, and woods while providing for

the food needs of our community in the face of a changing climate. Partnering with other groups that

have complementary missions is key so that we can develop and share larger audiences and make the

most of limited resources. 

Goal: Actualize the organization’s Land Use Policy and Land Use Management Plan 
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Near-Term Objectives

● Review and update Land Use Management Plan (LUMP)

● Collaborate with renting farmers and farm partners in evolution of land use

● Hire an agroforestry professional

● Complete 16 acres of multifunctional riparian buffers through DCNR PennVest funding

and establish a robust O&M plan for income generation

● In 2023-2025, launch new Food Forest Demonstration Project, transitioning the

demonstration/production fields to a new perennial learning space

● Complete silvopasture project in Regenerative Farmscape West

● Create a comprehensive O&M plan for the property

● Address major erosion and runoff issues and develop a water management plan

Long -Term Objectives

● Move ag production to majority perennial systems inclusive of animals

● Establish silvopasture systems on the farm,  partnering with new renting farmers if

necessary

● Cultivate markets for perennial/agroforestry and animal products

● Partner with colleges, universities, and other organizations to measure (data collection)

impact of land stewardship practices

Goal: Encourage paradigm shifts toward more regenerative ag practices and help to cultivate a

bioregional economy

Near-Term Objectives

● Increase alignment with Land Use Policy

● Through deliberate and continuous engagement and collaboration with farmers, provide

support, clear hurdles, and remove barriers for incremental systems change

● Cultivate relationship with reciprocal partners including,

o Local Conservation Districts

o Watershed Alliance of York

o Chesapeake Bay Foundation and the Keystone 10 Million Trees Partnership

o Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay

o Rodale Institute

o Savannah Institute 

o The Land Institute

o PASA 

o Ecotone

● Foster opportunities to fall in love with earth care

Long -Term Objectives

● Create bio-regional markets for perennial food crops and agroforestry products

● Increase land access and regenerative agriculture resources to BIPOC people

Goal: Close Loops on the farm
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Near-Term Objectives

● Integrate animals/livestock into the land management systems

● Catch and store water, and develop a water management system 

● Utilize wind and passive solar energy

● Improve composting systems, including humanure 

Long -Term Objectives

● Produce Energy 
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Summary & Next Steps
The Horn Farm Center is positioned to be a leader in regenerative agriculture and a destination for

ecological learning. Details in this plan are already underway. In 2022, Horn Farm Center hired two new

program and outreach staff, a new bookkeeper, and two new seasonal land stewards. Onboarding

essential staff will allow us to grow our programs, administrative capacity, and impact on the land.

Our farmhouse design process is also underway and we anticipate beginning to build by March 2023.

With a large indoor classroom, improved office space, and an energy efficient farmhouse, we will have

the opportunity to continue to add new staff and provide an increased number and variety of programs.

As we design and evolve our operations to reflect our strategic direction, we will need to do the hard

work of trimming unnecessary programs, growing our fundraising capacity, and increasing our ability to

engage new audiences, donors, and partners. Another important step includes designing a series of

processes that will enable the board and staff to operate in a way that continually evolves and

regenerates the organization over time. We will continue to plan and evolve, using this living document

and our evolutionary planning processes as touchstones in our operations.
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